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Abstract

In this paper we show that, when we iteratively add Sacks reals to a model of ZFC we have for
every two reals in the extension a continuous function defined in the ground model that maps one of
the reals to the other.
 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In [4] Dow gave a proof of the Rudin–Shelah theorem about the existence of 2c points
in βN that are Rudin–Keisler incomparable. The proof actually shows that whenever a
family F of c continuous self-maps ofβN (or N∗) are given there is a setS of 2c many
F -independent points inβN (or N∗). This suggests that we measure the complexity of
a spaceX by the cardinal numbertf(X), defined as the minimum cardinality of a setF
of continuous self maps such that for allx, y ∈ X there isf ∈ F such thatf (x) = y or
f (y)= x. Let us call such anF transitive. Thus Dow’s proof showstf(βN), tf(N∗)� c+.

We investigatetf(C), whereC denotes the Cantor set. Van Mill observed thattf(C) �
ℵ1; a slight extension of his argument shows that MA(countable) implies tf(C) = c. Our
main result states that in the Sacks model the continuous functions on the Cantor set
that are coded in the ground model form a transitive set. Thus we get the consistency
of tf(C) = ℵ1 < ℵ2 = c.

The gap betweentf(C) andc cannot be arbitrarily wide, because Hajnal’s free set lemma
implies that for any spaceX one has|X| � tf(X)+.

In [7] Miller showed that it is consistent with ZFC that for every set of reals of size
continuum there is a continuous map from that set onto the closed unit interval. In fact he
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showed that the iterated perfect set model of Baumgartner and Laver (see [2]) is such a
model, and noted that the continuous map can even be coded in the ground model.

Here we will show that in the iterated perfect set model, for every two realsx andy there
exists a continuous function with code in the ground model that mapsx to y or y to x.

Definition 1. By a transitive set of functionsF we mean a set of continuous functions
such that for every two realsx andy there exists an elementf ∈ F such thatf (x)= y or
f (y)= x holds.

Let us also define the cardinal numbertf by

tf = min
{|F |: F is a transitive set of functions

}
, i.e., tf = tf(C).

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we prove some simple facts ontf, the
minimal size of transitive sets of functions. We also state and prove the main theorem of
this paper in Section 2, using theorems proved later on in Section 3. As a corollary to the
main theorem we have the consistency oftf < c with ZFC. Finally in Section 4 we will
make a remark on the effect ontf when we addκ many Sacks reals side-by-side to a model
of ZFC+CH.

2. Notation and preliminaries

For the rest of this paper letV be a model of ZFC. We will use the same notations and
definitions as Baumgartner and Laver in [2], so for any ordinalα we letPα denote the poset
that iteratively addsα Sacks reals to the modelV , using countable support. LetP1 = P,
whereP denotes the ‘normal’ Sacks poset for the addition of one Sacks real.

Let Gα bePα-generic overV , we defineVα by Vα = V [Gα] for every ordinalα. Note
that if β < α we have thatGα � β is aPβ -generic subset overV . If we denote the(α+1)th
added Sacks real bysα then we can also writeVα = V [〈sβ : β < α〉].

AssumingV |= CH, the proof of the following facts can be found in [2]:
(1) Forcing withPα does not collapse cardinals.
(2) Vω2 is a model of ZFC+ 2ℵ0 = ℵ2.
(3) Let Ṗβ denote the result of definingPβ in Vα . Then for anyα,β � 1, �α

“Pα,α+β is isomorphic toṖβ ”.
We will now prove some facts on the cardinaltf. The first is Van Mill’s observation alluded
to above.

Theorem 2. tf � ℵ1.

Proof. SupposeF is a countable set of functions. LetAf denote the set{x: int(f−1(x)) �=
∅} for everyf ∈F . EveryAf is at most countable because 2ω is separable. So choose anx

in 2ω \ ⋃
f∈F Af , then we know that for everyf ∈ F the setf−1(x) is nowhere dense in

2ω. For such anx the set{f−1(x): f ∈ F} is countable. Because the set{f (x): f ∈F} is
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also countable the Baire category theorem tells us that the set 2ω \⋃
f∈F ({f (x)}∪f−1(x))

is nonempty, thus showing thatF is not transitive. ✷
Theorem 3. tf � c � tf+.

Remark 4. The proof of Theorem 2 shows thattf is at least the minimum number of
nowhere dense sets needed to coverC. Then Theorem 3 and MA(countable) imply tf = c.

The second inequality is a consequence of the following lemma. The proof of this lemma
can be found in [8].

For this we need some more notation. LetS be an arbitrary set. By aset mapping on
S we mean a functionf mappingS into the power set ofS. The set map is said to be of
orderλ if λ is the least cardinal such that|f (x)| < λ for eachx in S. A subsetS′ of S is
said to befree forf if for everyx ∈ S′ we havef (x)∩ S′ ⊂ {x}.

Lemma 5 (Free set lemma).Let S be a set with|S| = κ andf a set map onS of orderλ
whereλ < κ . Then there is a free set of sizeκ for f .

Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of the first inequality is easy. We simply have to observe
that the set of all constant functions on the reals is a transitive set of functions.

Now for the second inequality. Striving for a contradiction, suppose thatc � tf++. Let
F be a transitive set of functions such that|F | = tf. We define a set mapF on the reals by
F(x) = {f (x): f ∈ F} for everyx ∈ 2ω. Because|F(x)| � tf, this set mapF is of order
tf+, which is less thanc. According to the free set lemma there exists a setX ⊂ 2ω such
that|X| = c and for everyx ∈ X we haveF(x)∩X ⊂ {x}. This is a contradiction, because
every two reals inX provide a counter example ofF being a transitive set.✷
Closed subsets of the Cantor set can be coded by sub-trees of<ω2, as follows: ifA is
closed then letTA = {x � n: x ∈ A, n ∈ ω}; one can recoverA from TA by observing that
A = {x ∈ ω2: ∀n ∈ ω, x � n ∈ TA}.

When we say that a closed setA is coded in the ground modelwe mean thatTA belongs
to the ground model.

We shall always construct a continuous functionf between closed setsA andB by
specifying an order-preserving mapφ from T ′

A to TB , whereT ′
A denotes the set of splitting

nodes ofTA. Onceφ is found one definesf by

f (x)= “the path throughTB determined by the restriction ofφ to {x � n: n ∈ ω}” .
We say thatf is coded in the ground model ifφ belongs toV . In what follows we shall
denote the mapφ by f as well.

Let us define the setG (in anyVα) by

G = {f : f is a continuous function with code inV }.
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Now we can explicitly state the main theorem of this paper. Section 3 is completely devoted
to the proof of this theorem by parts, so we will prove the theorem here and refer to the
needed theorems proved in that section.

Theorem 6 (Main Theorem).The setG is transitive inVα for every ordinalα.

Proof. We will show by transfinite induction thatG is a transitive set inVα for all α. For
α = 0 this is obvious. Suppose the theorem is true for allβ < α. Letx andy be reals inVα .

If α is a successor ordinal,α = β + 1, then we use Theorem 11 in the case that at least
one ofx andy is not inVβ to show that there exist a continuous functionf defined inV
(sof ∈ G) such that inVα we havef (x)= y or f (y)= x.

Since we are forcing with countable support and because reals are countable objects,
there are no new reals added byPα for cf(α) > ℵ0. So if α is a limit ordinal we only have
to consider the case where cf(α) = ℵ0 and at least one ofx, y is not in

⋃
β<α Vβ . Then we

use Theorem 17 to show the existence of an continuous functionf defined inV such that
in Vα f (x)= y or f (y)= x holds. ✷

As is well known, ifV |= CH thenVω2 |= c = ℵ2. This enables us to show thattf< c is
consistent.

Corollary 7. If V |= CH thenVω2 |= tf< c.

In this paper we shall repeatedly use the fact that any homeomorphismh between two
closed nowhere dense subsets of the Cantor set can be extended to a homeomorphism
of the Cantor set onto itself (see [6]). Furthermore it is straightforward to extend a
continuous function between to closed nowhere dense (disjoint) subsets of the Cantor set
to a continuous self map of the Cantor set.

Because we can make sure that the subsets of the Cantor set that define the added reals
x andy are nowhere dense and closed, when we show that there exists a homeomorphism
(or a continuous function)f mapping of one of these sets onto the other, in such a way that
in the extensionx is mapped toy or vice versa, we actually have shown that there exists
a self map of the Cantor that is a homeomorphism (continuous function) mapping, in the
extension,x to y or y to x.

3. The continuous functions with code in the ground model V form a transitive set
in Vα

In this section we prove that for everyα and any new realx in the Baumgartner and
Laver modelVα (i.e., x ∈ Vα \ ⋃

β<α Vβ ) andy any real inVα there exists a functionf
defined in the ground modelV such that inVα the equationf (x)= y holds.
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We make the following definition. For anyσ ∈ <ω2 we let l(σ ) ∈ ω denote thelength
of σ . So for everyσ ∈ <ω2 we haveσ ∈ l(σ )2. To show how we construct our continuous
maps we reprove the familiar fact that Sacks reals are minimal, see [5].

Lemma 8. Supposex is a real inV [G] \ V , whereG is a P-generic filter overV , and
thatp ∈ P is such thatp � “ ẋ /∈ V ” . Then there exists aq � p and a homeomorphismf
defined inV such thatq � “f (ṡ)= ẋ” . Hereṡ denotes the name of the added Sacks real.

Proof. We will construct a fusion sequence{(pi, ni): i ∈ ω} such that eachpi+1 will
know all the firsti splitting nodes of every branch of the perfect treepi and(pi+1, ni+1) >

(pi, ni) for everyi.
Becausep forces thatẋ is a new real, there exists an elementu∅ ∈ <ω2 with maximal

length m∅, such thatp � “ ẋ � m∅ = u∅” and p does not decidėx(m∅). There exist
p〈0〉,p〈1〉 � p0 such thatp〈k〉 � “ ẋ(m∅) = k” for k ∈ {0,1}. Without loss of generality
the stems ofp〈0〉 andp〈1〉 are incompatible. Letn0 = min{n ∈ ω: p〈0〉 � n �= p〈1〉 � n} and
let p0 denote the elementp〈0〉 ∪ p〈1〉.

Now assume we havepi = ⋃{pσ : σ ∈ i+12}. Considerτ ∈ i+12, we have an element
uτ ∈ <ω2 of maximal lengthmτ such thatpτ � “ ẋ � mτ = uτ ”. There existpτ&0,
pτ&1 � pτ such thatpτ&k � “ ẋ(mτ ) = k” for k ∈ {0,1}. Again without loss of generality
the stems ofpτ&0 andpτ&1 are incompatible. Letnτ denote the integer min{n ∈ ω: pτ&0 �
n �= pτ&0 � n} andni+1 = max{nσ : σ ∈ i+12}. We letpi+1 denote the element

⋃{pσ : σ ∈
i+22}. Now the induction step is completed, becausepi+1 knows all the firsti + 1 splitting
nodes of every branch inpi and(pi+1, ni+1) > (pi, ni) for everyi ∈ ω.

We define the functionf by

f−1([uσ ]) ⊃ [
stem(pσ )

]
for σ ∈ <ω2.

As stem(pσ ) is a finite approximation of the added Sacks realṡ, we have by the
construction of ourpσ for σ ∈ <ω2 and the functionf that pσ � “f (ṡ) ∈ [uσ ]” for
everyσ ∈ <ω2. And so the fusionq of the sequence{(pi, ni): i ∈ ω} forces that in the
extensionV [G] the equalityf (s)= x holds. Thisf , being a continuous bijection between
two Cantor sets, is (of course) a homeomorphism.✷
Remark 9. In the lemma we have also defined a mapφ from the finite sub-trees of the
fusionq to the finite sub-trees ofT = ⋃

σ∈<ω2uσ which induces our homeomorphism. We
haveφ(q)= T and

φ
([q � σ ]) =

⋃{
uτ : σ ⊂ τ andτ ∈ <ω2

}
.

We note that[T ] is the set of all the possible interpretations ofẋ in V [G] and thatT
depends onφ andq only. In Theorem 11 we will use this interpretation of the previous
lemma.

As a warming up exercise we prove the following.

Theorem 10. The setG is transitive inV1.
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Proof. Supposex andy are two reals ofV1(= V [s0]). We consider two cases.
Case1. x is a real inV . The constant functioncx = {〈y, x〉: y a real inV1} is a

continuous function defined inV , thus a member ofG, and inV1 it mapsy ontox.
Case2. Bothx andy are reals not inV . Letp ∈ P be a witness of this, sop � “ ẋ, ẏ /∈ V ”.

According to Lemma 8 there exists aq � p and a homeomorphismf defined inV such
thatq � “f (ṡ0)= ẋ”, whereṡ0 denotes the added Sacks real. If we apply the lemma again
we get anr � q and a homeomorphismg defined inV such thatq � “g(ṡ0)= ẏ”. But now
we have thatr � “ (g ◦ f−1)(ẋ) = ẏ” and we see thatg ◦ f−1 is the element ofG we are
looking for. ✷
Theorem 11. For α an ordinal andx andy reals inVα+1 such thatx /∈ Vα there exists an
f ∈ G such that inVα+1 f (x)= y holds.

Moreover if alsoy /∈ Vα thenf can be chosen to be a homeomorphism.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 14 and 15.✷
We make the following definitions. Forp ∈ P ands ∈ <ω2 we letps denote the sub-tree

{t ∈ p: s ⊆ t or t ⊆ s} of p. Of courseps is a perfect tree if and only ifs ∈ <ω2 ∩ p. To
generalize this toPα , supposep is an element ofPα , F is a finite subset of dom(p) and
n ∈ ω, we say that a functionτ :F → n2 is consistent withp if the following holds for
everyβ ∈ F :

(p � τ ) � β �β “τ (β) ∈ p(β)” .

So we have for everyβ ∈ F that(p � τ ) � β �β “ (p(β))τ(β) is a perfect tree”.
Furthermore let us suppose thatF andH are two sets such thatF ⊂ H , andn andm

are two integers such thatm< n, if τ is a function mappingF into m2 then we say that a
functionσ :H → n2 extendsthe functionτ if for every i ∈ F we haveσ(i) � m= τ (i).

For later use we will prove the following:

Lemma 12. Let p ∈ Pα , F ∈ [dom(p)]<ω andn ∈ ω. Supposeτ :F → n2 is consistent
with p then for everyr � p � τ there exists aq � p such thatq � τ = r and q � β �β

“ (p(β))s = (q(β))s for everys ∈ n2 such thats �= τ (β)” for everyβ ∈ F .

Proof. Define the elementq ∈ Pα as follows forβ < α:

q � β �β “q(β)=


r(β), β /∈ F ,
r(β)∪ {

(p(β))s : s ∈ n2∩ p(β)

such thats �= τ (β)
}
, β ∈ F ”.

In this way we strengthen the treep(β) aboveτ (β) keeping the rest of the perfect tree
intact (according toF anyway). ✷
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We need the following lemma to make sure that the maps we will construct in
Lemmas 14 and 15 are well-defined and continuous.

Lemma 13. Let p ∈ Pα+1. SupposeF,H ∈ [dom(p)]<ω are such thatF ⊂ H and
m,n ∈ ω are such thatm < n. If τ :F → m2 is consistent withp, N is an integer and
T is a finite tree such that

(p � τ ) � α � “p(α) ∩ �N2 = T ” ,

then there exist a(q, j) >H (p � τ,n) and anM > N such that for everyσ :H → n2
extendingτ , if σ is consistent withq , then there existsTσ such thatq � σ � “q(α)∩�M2 =
Tσ ” . Also |(Tσ )t ∩ M2| � 2 for everyt ∈ T and [Tσ ] ∩ [Tς ] = ∅ wheneverσ and ς are
distinct and consistent withq .

Proof. LetΣτ denote the set of allσ :H → n2 extendingτ . Becausep(α) is a perfect tree
there exists aPα-nameṀ such that for everyt ∈ T we have

(p � τ ) � α � “
∣∣(p(α))

t
∩ Ṁ2

∣∣ � 2|Στ |” .
According to Lemma 2.3 of [2] there exists a(q†, j†) >H ((p � τ ) � α,n) such that
if σ ∈ Στ is consistent withq† we have anMσ such thatq† � σ � “Ṁ = Mσ ”. Put
M = max{Mσ : σ ∈ Στ consistent withq†}. We haveq† � “ |(p(α))t ∩ M2| � 2|Στ |” for
everyt ∈ T .

Enumerate{σ ∈Στ : σ consistent withq†} as{σk: k <K}. Let r � q† � σ0 be such that
r � “p(α) ∩ �M2 = Sσ0”, whereSσ0 is such that|(Sσ0)t ∩ M2| � 2|Στ | for everyt ∈ T .
Use Lemma 12 to find aq0 � q† such thatq0 � σ0 = r.

We continue this procedure with all theσk ∈Στ . So ifσk is consistent withqk−1 we find
anr � qk−1 � σk such thatr � “p(α) ∩ �M2 = Sσk ”, and also that|(Sσk )t ∩ M2| � 2|Στ |
for everyt ∈ T . And we use Lemma 12 to defineqk � qk−1 such thatqk � σk = r. If σk is
not consistent withqk−1 we chooseqk = qk−1.

We now have for everyσ ∈ Στ consistent withqK−1 a finite treeSσ ⊂ �M2 extending
the treeT such that every branch inT has (at least) 2|Στ | different extensions inSσ ∩ M2
andqK−1 � σ � “p(α) ∩ �M2 = Sσ ”.

As qK−1 forces that, for eachy ∈ T the size of the setp(α)t ∩ M2 is at least 2|Στ | we
can find forσ ∈ Στ consistent withqK−1 a sub-treeTσ of Sσ such that|(Tσ )t ∩ M2| � 2
and wheneverσ andς are distinct and consistent withqK−1 we have[Tσ ] ∩ [Tς ] = ∅.

Defineq ∈ Pα+1 such thatq � α = qK−1 and chooseq(α) such that for every consistent
σ ∈ Στ we haveq � σ � “q(α) = p(α) ∩ [Tσ ]”. If we let j be equal to max{j†,M} the
proof is complete. ✷
Lemma 14. Given an ordinalα, ap ∈ Pα+1 andPα+1-nameṡx andẏ such thatp � “ ẋ /∈
Vα and ẏ ∈ Vα” then there exists a continuous functionf defined inV and aq � p such
thatq � “f (ẋ)= ẏ” .
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Proof. By Remark 9 we know that there is anr � p � α and there existPα+1 namesφ̇ for
a map on the finite sub-trees ofp(α) andṪ for a perfect tree such thatr � “ φ̇(p(α)) = Ṫ ”.
Without loss of generality we assume thatp � α = r.

Let us construct a fusion sequence{〈pi, ni ,Fi〉: i ∈ ω}. Letp0 = p1 = p, n0 = n1 = 0,
F0 = ∅ and chooseF1 ∈ [dom(p)]<ω in such a way that we are building a fusion sequence.

Suppose we have constructed the sequence up toi, let us construct the next element of
the fusion sequence. We let{τk: k < K} denote allτ :Fi−1 → ni−12 consistent withpi .
If we choose in Lemma 13τ = τ0, F = Fi−1 andm = ni−1 we get a(q0,m0) >Fi (pi �
τ0, ni) such that for everyσ :Fi → �ni 2 extendingτ0, consistent withq0, we have a finite
sub treeTσ ⊂ �M(τ0)2 (M(τ0) ∈ ω follows from Lemma 13) ofpi(α) = p(α) such that

(1) Tσ is an extension ofTτ0,
(2) for every brancht in Tτ0 there exist at least two different branches of lengthM(τ0)

in Tσ extendingt ,
(3) if σ andς are two distinct members ofΣτ0 consistent withq0 we have[Tσ ]∩[Tς ] =

∅.
We chooser0 ∈ Pα+1 with Lemma 12 such thatr0 � q0 andr0 � τ0 = q0.

We iteratively consider all theτ :Fi−1 → ni−12. In the general case ifτk is consistent
with rk−1 then Lemma 13 gives us aqk and anmk ∈ ω such that(qk,mk) >Fi (rk−1 �
τk, ni). We chooserk in the same way as above, using Lemma 12 such thatrk � qk and
rk � τk = qk . If τk is inconsistent withrk−1 then we chooserk = rk−1 andmk = mk−1.
After considering all theτk ’s we definepi+1 = rK−1 andni+1 = max{mk: k < K}. This
ends the construction of the next element of the fusion sequence.

For everyi < ω if σ :Fi → ni2 is consistent withpi+1 and extendsτ :Fi−1 → ni−12
then

pi+1 � σ � “p(α) ∩ �M(τ)2 = Tσ ” .

Considering our functioṅφ, let us denote the finite treėφ(Tσ ) by Sσ . We have

pi+1 � σ � “ φ̇(Tσ )= Sσ ” .

When we are building the fusion sequence we can of course make sure that the fusion
determineṡy as well. Suppose we have thatpi � τk � “ tτk ⊂ ẏ”, tτk of lengthi + 1. With
Lemma 13 we can chooseqk strong enough such that for everyσ ∈ Στk consistent withqk
we have atσ of lengthi+2 such thatqk � σ � “ tσ ⊂ ẏ”. So assume we have made sure this
is the case and let us define the functionf in V by f (b) = tσ for every maximal branch
b ∈ Sσ for everyσ :Fi → ni2 consistent withpi for somei ∈ ω. The functionf is well-
defined by Lemma 13 and we have for everyi ∈ ω andσ :Fi → ni2 consistent withpi that
pi � σ � “f ([Sσ ])⊂ [tσ ]” and thusq � “f (ẋ)= ẏ”. ✷
Lemma 15. Given an ordinalα, a p ∈ Pα+1 and Pα+1-namesẋ and ẏ such thatp �
“ ẋ, ẏ /∈ Vα” then there exists a homeomorphismf , with code inV , and aq � p such that
q � “f (ẋ) = ẏ” .
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Proof. By applying Remark 9 twice we have anr � p in Pα+1 and Pα+1 namesφ̇x ,
φ̇y and Ṫx , Ṫy for maps and perfect trees respectively such thatr � α � “ φ̇x(p(α)) =
Ṫx andφ̇y(p(α)) = Ṫy ”. Without loss of generality we can assume thatp � α = r.

During the construction of possible finite sub-trees(Tx)σ for ẋ, when constructing the
fusion sequence in the proof of Lemma 14 we could of course at the same time also have
constructed a similar sequence of finite sub-trees(Ty)σ for ẏ.

Without loss of generality we could also have made sure that in the proof of Lemma 14
item 2 is replaced by

(2†) for every maximal brancht in Tτ0 there are exactly two different branches of length
M(τ0) in Tσ extendingt .

Following the proof of Lemma 14 we have for everyσ :Fi → ni2 consistent withpi+1

finite sub-treesSxσ andSyσ such that

pi+1 � σ � “ φ̇x
(
(Tx)σ

) = Sxσ and φ̇y
(
(Ty)σ

) = Syσ .

We are ready to define the homeomorphismf in V that mapsx to y in the extension.
Supposeτ :Fi → ni2 andσ :Fi+1 → ni+12 such thatσ extendsτ . Every maximal branch
in (Tx)τ corresponds to exactly one maximal branch in(Ty)τ . Let f map the splitting
point in (Tx)σ above any maximal branch in(Tx)τ to the splitting point in(Ty)σ above the
corresponding maximal branch in(Ty)τ . The functionf thus defined will be a continuous
and one-to-one mapping between two Cantor sets, so a homeomorphism. Furthermore the
fusionq forces thatf mapsx to y in the extension. ✷
Lemma 16. Suppose thatα is a limit ordinal of cofinalityℵ0. Letx be a real inVα such
that x /∈ ⋃

β<α Vβ , and letp ∈ Pα be a witness of this. Also letF,H ∈ [dom(p)]<ω such
thatF ⊂ H and letn andm be two integers such thatm< n. If τ :F → m2 is consistent
with p, anduτ ∈ <ω2 is such that

p � τ � “uτ ⊂ ẋ” ,

then there exists a(q, j) >H (p � τ,n) such that for everyσ :H → n2 consistent withq ,
we have auσ ∈ <ω2 such thatq � σ � “uσ ⊂ ẋ”; in addition we havel(uσ ) = l(uς ) and
uσ �= uς wheneverσ andς are distinct and consistent withq .

Before we prove the lemma we need some more notation. We let�∗ denote forcing in
Vδ overPδα . Here we use again the same notation as in [2] where forδ < α Pδα = {p ∈
Pα: dom(p) ⊂ {ξ : δ � ξ < α}}, and ifp ∈ Pα thenpδ = p \ (p � δ) ∈ Pδα . The mapping
which carriesp into (p � δ,pδ) is an isomorphism ofPα to a dense subset ofPδ × Pδα

(see [2]).

Proof of Lemma 16. Choose aδ such that max(H) < δ < α. Let τ :F → m2 be consistent
with p and letΣτ denote all theτ extending functionsσ :H → n2.

Becausep forces thatx /∈ Vδ , there is an antichain belowpδ of size |Στ | such that
all these elements force different interpretations ofẋ in the extension. In other words
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there exist a sequence{ḟσ : σ ∈ Στ } of Pδ names for elements ofPδα and a sequence
{u̇σ : σ ∈ Στ } of Pδ names for elements of<ω2 such that for allσ ∈Στ we have

(p � τ ) � δ � “ ḟσ � pδ andḟσ �∗ “ u̇σ ⊂ ẋ” ” , (1)

and ifσ andς are distinct then

(p � τ ) � δ � “ l(u̇σ ) = l(u̇ς ) andu̇σ �= u̇ς ” . (2)

Repeatedly using Lemma 2.3 of [2] we see that there exist a(q†, j) >H ((p � τ ) � δ,n) and
sequences{fσ : σ ∈ Στ }, {uσ : σ ∈ Στ } ⊂ i2 for some integeri such that for everyσ ∈Στ

we have

q† �δ “ ḟσ = fσ andu̇σ = uσ ” . (3)

Now let q denote the element ofPα such thatq � δ = q†, and(q � σ) � δ � “qδ = fσ ”
for everyσ ∈ Στ consistent withq†. This completes the proof.✷
Theorem 17. For α a limit ordinal of cofinalityℵ0 and x and y reals in Vα such that
x /∈ ⋃

β<α Vβ , there exist a continuous functionf defined inV such that inVα the equation
f (x)= y holds.

If alsoy /∈ ⋃
β<α Vβ thenf can be chosen to be a homeomorphism.

Proof. For the first part of the theorem suppose that we havep ∈ Pα such thatp � “ ẋ /∈⋃
β<α Vβ andẏ ∈ ⋃

β<α Vβ ”. We will construct a fusion sequence belowp and define a
continuous functionf in V such that the fusion of the sequence forces thatf (x)= y holds
in Vα .

Let p0 = p1 = p, n0 = n1 = 0, F0 = ∅, and chooseF1 ∈ [dom(p)]<ω in such a way
that we are building a fusion sequence. Suppose we have constructed the sequence up toi,
we will construct the next element of the fusion sequence. Let{τk: k < K} denote an
enumeration of all maps fromFi−1 into ni−12 consistent withpi .

According to Lemma 16 there exists a(q0, j0) >Fi (pi � τ0, ni) such that for every
σ :Fi → ni2 consistent withq0 we have distinctuσ ’s in m(τ0)2 (wherem(τ0) follows from
Lemma 16), such thatq0 � σ � “uσ ⊂ ẋ”. Now use Lemma 12 to constructr0 ∈ Pα such
thatr0 � q0 andr0 � τ0 = q0.

We now iteratively consider all theτk . In the general case ifτk is not consistent withrk−1

then we make sure thatrk = rk−1 and jk = jk−1. If τk is consistent withrk−1 we find
by Lemma 16 a(qk, jk) >Fi (rk−1 � τk, ni) such that for everyσ :Fi → ni2 consistent
with qk we have distinctuσ ’s in m(τk)2 such thatqk � σ � “uσ ⊂ ẋ”. Now use Lemma 12 to
constructrk ∈ Pα such thatrk � rk−1 andrk � τk = qk . After considering allτk we define
pi+1 = rK−1 andni+1 = max{jk: k <K}.

If we take a closer look at Lemma 16 we can also let the fusion sequence that we just
constructed determinėy. Because if we havep � τ � “ tτ ⊂ ẏ”, following the proof of
Lemma 16 we can make sure that (by some strengthening ofq† or thefσ ’s, if necessary)
there existtσ ’s in <ω2, not necessarily distinct, extendingtτ such that forσ :H → n2
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consistent withq we also haveq � σ � “ tσ ⊂ ẏ”. So assume we have done this. We have
for everyσ :Fi → ni2 consistent withpi+1

pi+1 � σ � “uσ ⊂ ẋ andtσ ⊂ ẏ” . (4)

Now we are ready to define our functionf which will mapx in Vα continuously ontoy.
Let f ([uσ ]) ⊂ [tσ ] for all σ :Fi → ni2 and all i ∈ ω. Thenpi � σ � “f (ẋ) ∈ [tσ ]” for
σ :Fi → ni2 consistent withpi andi ∈ ω. It follows that the fusionq forces that inVα we
havef (x)= y. Moreoverf is a continuous function, this follows from Lemma 16.

For the second part of the theorem suppose thatp � “ ẋ, ẏ /∈ ⋃
β<α Vβ ”. Just as in

Lemma 16 we can choose not only theuσ ’s in Eq. (4) distinct but also thetσ ’s for σ ∈Στ

and τ :Fi → ni2 for somei ∈ ω. With this, the constructed continuous functionf is
actually a homeomorphism.✷
As there are no reals added at limit stages of cofinality larger thanℵ0 we have as a corollary
to Theorems 11 and 17.

Corollary 18. For everyα and everyẋ and ẏ Pα-names for reals inVα \ ⋃
β<α Vβ there

exists a homeomorphismf defined inV such that inVα we havef (x)= y.

Remark 19. It is not the case that thetf number is the same for all compact metric spaces,
e.g., every Cook continuumX hastf(X) = c (it only has the identity and constant mappings
as self-maps, see [3]). On the other hand, in the Sacks model one hastf(C) = tf(R) =
tf([0,1])= ℵ1. To see this, observe that our proof produces, givenx andy, two copies of
the Cantor setA andB containingx andy respectively and a continuous mapf :A → B,
say, withf (x) = y. One can then extendf to a continuous map̃f : [0,1] → [0,1] (or
f̃ :R → R), whose code will still be inV .

Remark 20. If cov(nowhere dense)= c for the unit intervalI , then Remark 4 shows that
tf(I)= c. Suppose that cov(nowhere dense)= κ < c, for I , then we can coverI by κ many
Cantor sets{Cα}α<κ in such a way that for every two realsx andy there exists anα such
thatx, y ∈ Cα . For everyα we have a transitive family of continuous functionsFα onCα

such that|Fα| = tf(C). We can extend everyf ∈ Fα to a continuous self map̃f of I . So
F = {f̃ : there is anα < κ andf ∈ Fα} is a transitive set of continuous functions onI ,
and its cardinality is less than or equal toκ × tf(C)= tf(C).

So if we can cover the unit interval with less thanc many nowhere dense sets we have
tf(I)� tf(C).

4. The cardinal tf and side-by-side Sacks forcing

In this paper we showed that after addingℵ2 many Sacks reals iteratively to a model of
ZFC+ CH we end up with a model oftf< c. Now considerPS(κ), the poset for addingκ
many Sacks reals side-by-side (see [1]). We have thatPS(κ) has the(2ℵ0)+-chain condition
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and preservesℵ1. Suppose thatκ � ℵ1 and cf(κ) � ℵ1. If V is a model of CH andG is
PS(κ)-generic overV , we have inV [G] that 2ℵ0 = κ and all cardinals are preserved.

A natural question would be if we get a model oftf < c when we addℵ2 many Sacks
reals side-by-side to a model of ZFC+CH. The answer to this question is in the negative.

Suppose thatV is a model of ZFC. Consider the posetP = PS({1,2,3,4}) that adds
four Sacks reals side-by-side to the modelV . We defineP1 to be the p.o.-setPS({1,2})
andP2 to be the p.o.-setPS({3,4}). SupposeG is P generic overV thenG12 = G � {1,2}
is P1 generic andG34 =G � {3,4} is P2 generic overV . The following holds.

Lemma 21. In V [G] we haveV [G12] ∩ V [G34] = V .

Proof. Suppose thaṫX is aP name andq an element ofP such thatq � “Ẋ ∈ V [G12] ∩
V [G34]”. So there exists aP1 nameẎ and aP2 nameŻ such thatq � “Ẋ = Ẏ = Ż”.
Aiming for a contradiction assumėX is a name for an object not inV . There exists an ∈ ω

such thatq does not deciden ∈ Ẋ. Now we haveq1 = q � {1,2} does not deciden ∈ Ẏ , and
q2 = q � {3,4} does not deciden ∈ Ż. So we can find inP1 a r � q1 such thatr � “n ∈ Ẏ ”
and inP2 a t � q2 such thatt � “n /∈ Ż”. This gives the contradiction we are looking for
becauser ∪ t � “ Ẏ �= Ż” and r ∪ t � q . SoẊ must be a name of an element inV . ✷

Now we can prove that addingℵ2 many Sacks reals to a model of ZFC+CH we do not
produce a model oftf< c.

Theorem 22. SupposeV |= CH andG is a PS(κ)-generic filter overV , whereκ � ℵ1

andcf(κ)� ℵ1, thenV [G] |= tf = c.

Proof. For everyα < β < κ we have that there exists a functionfα,β ∈ V [G � {α,β}]
mappingsα to sβ or vice versa. This functionfα,β is not a member ofV for the obvious
reason that assuming thatfα,β mapssα to sβ we getsβ ∈ V [G � {α}], which, of course,
is false. Using Lemma 21 and the fact that 2κ = κ we see that the size oftf is at leastκ ,
becausef2α,2α+1 �= f2β,2β+1 for everyα �= β . By Theorem 3 we are done.✷
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